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Mar Prize List
Our Prize list is of course missing this month due to our inability to
have a general meeting at the church.
Hope all are doing well and staying safe in this COVID infection time!

Please visit the Club Web Page for all the latest links and information
http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/
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By Ronald Brown
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- By Dan Delong

Samsung Tablets and Phones to get One UI 4.1

One UI 4.1 is an updated proprietary shell, developed for Samsung devices running Android 12, that adds features (and
feature improvements) to the phone. Google Duo Live Sharing delivers content (videos, photos, music, maps, and
documents) to other nearby phones/tablets, wirelessly. The Photo Editor can remove reflections/shadows/unwanted
objects, in-camera, and straighten tilted images. The addition of Grammarly to Samsung’s keyboard enhances end
results during simultaneous, collaborative, document writing.
https://www.sammobile.com/news/galaxy-s21-one-ui-4-1-update-released-canada/
The Galaxy Book Pro is described as a smartphone as powerful as a PC. By appearance alone, it looks like a thin
laptop. However, with an activated eSIM and a data plan, along with Wi-Fi 6, the Galaxy Book Pro stays connected in
all urban areas. Samsung gave it military toughness and an AMOLED display. Since the One UI 4.1 features are
included in the Book Pro, owners of Galaxy Tab S7 can extend the desktop of the Book Pro, including the S Pen for
drawing.

Europe to force Apple to aggregate messaging
A new law (the Digital Markets Act) will lessen the anti-competitive behaviour among
critical communications apps, if the app has more than 40,000 users per month (and for
corporations with 10,000 active users per month), iMessage will be required to ‘interoperate’ with other messaging
platforms, such that users may pass along, and respond to messaging from any source. Apple simply needs to use the
universal RCS protocol, already developed for rapid communications across platforms and currently used by Google.
The EU will also include clauses to allow independent developers to download from the App Store, and collect
payment through other means.
https://9to5mac.com/2022/03/24/eu-legislation-to-make-imessage-and-other-messaging-apps-interoperable/

IntelArc – Discrete Graphics
Integrated Intel graphics chips have been included in new computer purchases for about a
decade now. Set for release at the end of March, first as a laptop card, and later as a main
board add-on for desktops, Intel will introduce a more powerful, yet more energy efficient
display option, suggesting that running graphics at a full HD display setting will last at least 9
hours on battery.
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/events/arc-events.html
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To Mask or Not to Mask?
The answer to this question may rest on the level of trust and knowledge in medical science, or on a personal belief. We
mask wearers are familiar with the difficulty of carrying on a conversation between masked parties, when facial
expressions and mouth movements are disguised. Donut Robotics, a Japanese firm, raised over a quarter of a million
dollars in 37 minutes, after announcing a plan to develop a Bluetooth/Smartphone translator/amplifier mask. The
Smart Mask will be sold at retail for $50.
https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/smart-face-mask-aims-to-improve-communication-in-new-normal/
5530547.html

Metaverse… not just visually enhanced
Physical sensations, including Pain, can be included, using haptic feedback
devices now in development. Meta is working on haptic controller glove, Emi
Tamaki has made an armband. She has programmed it to simulate the feeling of
catching a ball and the pecking of a bird. A near death experience inspired her
work, leading, eventually, to experiencing a Metaverse so realistic that armchair
users will not need bodily presence in order to further blur the lines between real
and virtual. With the addition of smell, taste and climate, the transfer of human
life to a Meta World will be complete.
https://metro.co.uk/2022/03/25/new-gadget-will-inflict-physical-pain-on-people-in-the-metaverse-16344235/

Don’t give up on Smart Glasses.
Intel’s Vaunt smart glasses appeared to be moving along well, in the lab, until April 2018, when the program was
shut down. [These glasses contained no camera, microphone or speaker. A low powered red laser conveyed text
directly to the retina of the right eye, when looking slightly downward.] However, a Japanese company is making
Fun’iki (translation - “The cozy”), LED enhanced ambient lighted glasses, that will be adding similar right eye
projection and a single speaker to their glasses, along with plastic lenses enhanced with various colours of light
emitting diodes. Light pulses announce the arrival of push notifications. [These pulsing light patterns can be
programmed to send Morse code.]
http://fun-iki.com/index_en.html
DOOGEE S88 Pro Military-spec, Rugged
This Best Buy Canada sale ($360 CDN, - only one left) will be over by the time this
newsletter goes to print, but, readers may still like to know such phones are available. Owners
of this kind of phone should worry no more about leaving it in a hot/cold car, or dropping it in
the shower, or running out of battery power. This one also has night vision and more...
https://www.bestbuy.ca/en-ca/product/doogee-s88-pro-military-spec-rugged-androidsmartphone-waterproof-shock-proof-dust-proof-128gb-6-3-biiiig-10000mah-extreme-weather-55c-70c/15997469
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NVIDIA NeRF – interpolations on steroids!
I thought Microsoft’s ICE (Image Composite Editor) was amazing in its ability to stitch together multiple, 2D,
overlapping, digital photos. But, now, NVIDIA graphic cards, employing NeRF technology (Neural Radiance Fields),
can build a 3D digital reality from a few dozen stills, as long as subjects in the shots do not move a lot, and as long as
the placement of the camera(s) taking those images in known. If some of the photos miss capturing portions of the
background, NeRF is capable of creating a near perfect facsimile of missing content, within seconds. If, in future, such
technology is installed in self-driving cars, inferential decisions can be made by the ‘brains’ of the car. Movie makers
will gravitate to it as well, not to mention map makers and video conference participants. NVIDIA’s GTC 2022
presentation on YouTube (one hour and 50 minutes) gathered over ten million views in one week; it covers all the
latest developments in AI hardware and software.

https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2022/03/25/instant-nerf-research-3d-ai/

Brighton, Ontario – Life is a little brighter.
What can be done, quickly, to reach the province’s 2025 goal of 100% rural high speed connectivity? Hydro One’s
existing infrastructure will be used in a pilot project to connect almost 1500 homes and businesses. I assume the
reference to existing infrastructure means access to poles, and urban underground pipes… for stringing cable and fibre.
"As Brighton grows, the need for our citizens to access high-speed, reliable internet services grows too. Over
the past two years we've seen people migrate out of the larger urban areas with the anticipation that they will
be able to work from home. With this announcement, Hydro One's pilot project will make that vision a reality
and will enhance our ability to drive Brighton's local economy forward. We are grateful to our provincial and
utility partners in helping make Brighton a hub for reliable high-speed internet services!"
- Brian Ostrander
Mayor of Brighton
This is one of many directions taken by the province, to improve Internet access in remote areas, most of them
involving deals with the private sector. This map shows where the money is going. [Cottage country is the focus for
improved cellular.]
https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/1001851/ontario-expands-access-to-high-speed-internet-in-brighton
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Vivo – three products coming
Vivo X Fold and Vivo Pad will launch in China on April 11, while Vivo Note will arrive later. The folding phone will
have a 6.5 inch display; the Pad will have an eleven inch display, along with a stylus, dual cameras, and four speakers.
[The Pad (an Adroid device) may also come with a keyboard; no mention was made of data transmission by way of
eSIM or physical SIM, as with the Fold.]
[For those looking for a less expensive solution --one that works with
Android, Windows, and Macs -- I tried the CJ Tech Bluetooth keyboard.
It is available online. I purchased mine at Princess Auto for less than $45
CDN. The quality of the keyboard is marginal, yet it works okay for one
finger typists, and it holds both phones and tablets securely in its cradle.
Also, this keyboard can pair with up to three different devices at the
same time, switched via a function key.]
https://www.mysmartprice.com/gear/vivo-x-fold-china-launch-april-11-vivo-pad-vivo-x-note-expected/

WIND… a come back?
The previous owner of Canada’s WIND mobile (now Freedom) said he did not want to sell
WIND to Freedom in 2016. And, he now wants to buy back the company, possibly made
available during current negotiations for the purchase of Shaw, by Rogers (but minus Shaw’s
Freedom division). He fears that Videotron or Xplornet (or some other investor) may buy
Freedom first, and sell it for a profit, whereas he would not sell the cell phone division. Back in 2016, a controversy
over foreign funding of WIND woke up regulators, to demand a more ‘legit’ source of financing. The source of funds
for his current buy attempt is coming from North America, not the Middle East. [This story is also well covered by the
Globe and Mail and the Beaverton]
https://mobilesyrup.com/2022/03/25/wind-founder-make-freedom-mobile-competitive-option-canadians/

Detecting Signs of Disease from External Photos of the Eye
Google Health is making progress in non-invasive
investigation of some diseases through analysis of photos of the
eye, particularly the central parts of the eye. Three disease
markers were investigated: - for diabetes (blood sugar and
retinal disease), and for cardio health (lipids). Medical people
were involved in the original diagnosis of these conditions, but
anonymized data (140,000 cases) ensured that AI did all the
post analysis of the images. At his initial stage, things look
promising, as long as future tests in different lighting
conditions and with a variety of cameras, yields similar results.
https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/03/detecting-signs-of-disease-from.html
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Fujifilm’s Instax Mini Evo

This retro looking camera is rather easy to use, with familiar controls. It has typical automatic settings (with overrides
in the menu) and lots of internal special effects. The camera stores digital images, and most importantly, prints snaps
of selected images. The Instax Min Evo (about $250 CDN) also has the feel of a retro camera, in that turning the front
lens ring dial selects among ten lens effects, while turning a film wheel, at the top, changes film lighting effects. The
‘film advance lever’ causes the image on the back screen to be printed, so use it judiciously, since each print costs
nearly one dollar. Internal memory holds only 45 images, yet inserting 1GigaByte SD card increases storage to over
800 images. Since the file format is supposed to be jpeg, images stored on the SD card should be readable in a
computer. On the other hand, the Fuji App can be used on a smart phone to transfer files via Bluetooth. This transfer
works both ways, in that phone images can be transferred to the camera for printing. This app can also control the
shutter remotely. When holding the camera horizontally, a top shutter button is in the usual place; but, when holding
the camera vertically, in portrait mode, a more convenient button is located on the front. [Lens effects (by turning the
lens ring) alternate to Vignette, Soft Focus, Blue, Fisheye, Colour Shift, Light Leak (happened, with old cameras),
Mirror (like a water reflection), Double Exposure (also, happened a lot with old film cameras), and Half-Frame (film
only partly advanced).]
https://instax.com/mini_evo/en/

FSD for Canada = Full Self-Driving… Soon
A few Tesla drivers, those with the highest safety scores (99-100), have downloaded a Beta
version for Toronto traffic. When selectively released to other Tesla owners, the FSD
package will be a rather expensive $10,600 add-on, for completely hands-off driving.
https://teslanorth.com/2022/03/26/tesla-releases-full-self-driving-fsd-beta-download-in-canada-finally/

Samsung and Western Digital Agree to Next Gen Storage Cooperation
Standardization with respect to ‘Zoned Storage’ will improve through-put and reliability, because various operating
systems will write specific types of data to certain areas of the SSD, reducing fragmentation. Control software, both in
the drive itself, and the OS, will cooperate with (perhaps) fewer lines of code involved.
https://www.techradar.com/news/samsung-western-digital-join-forces-on-next-gen-ssd-technology
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Amazon Glow – for Kids, Ages Pre-school to Junior.
The Glow has first been released in the United States… Canada may be next.
Each unit consists of a view screen, speaker, microphones, and camera. So far,
that describes an online conferencing device. But, there is much more, in terms of
play, educational value, and socializing, not to mention the built-in projection
system that is both a large secondary display and an interactive touch interface.
To brighten the projected display further, a thin white ‘touch’ pad improves
image clarity and finger point recognition. To top things off, the accompanying
app serves up interactive games and read-along books, along with reinforcement
responses and the ability to finger-draw over any projected image. A parent uses
the app to set up personalized access for all the kids who will use it, including
themselves and other invited friends, who, once they download the app, can
remotely appear on the video screen and also take part in all activities… like, turning book pages, reading with them
aloud, drawing on the projected display, and giving hints.
[$329 USD]
https://www.amazon.com/Introducing-Amazon-Interactive-Projector-Togetherness/dp/B09DWNZQYM

NFTs for Crypto Art are Wasting Energy
A French artist, Joanie Lemercier, succeeded in reducing his studio’s energy consumption each year, to find the selling
his art with crypto currency wiped out these gains within minutes. CryptoArt.wtf keeps tabs on such transactions,
laying out the true cost to the environment.

Free Linux Wallpaper
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by Peter Camilleri

I want to start by thanking all the club members and guests who attended the talk on
cryptocurrency and gave me such a level of enthusiastic support followed by many
excellent questions. The presentation slides can be found at:
https://github.com/PeterCamilleri/DPCUC/blob/main/Crypto_Talk/Crypto_Talk.pdf

The world wide chip shortage enters it’s second year. The pandemic hit an already fragile
supply chain hard, closing down so many factories that almost all the reserves were used
up. It’s now so bad that the companies that make the machines used to make chips now
cannot meet their demand due to a shortage of... chips!
The situation is further complicated by the fact that electronic devices use a wide range of
components that have varying levels of availability. It takes only a single part on the bill
of materials (BOM) being out-of-stock to halt production.
In the meantime, hoarding, not just of chips, but of video cards, Playstation 5s, and other
goods that use chips makes the problem worse and creates further shortages and sky high
prices.
So be patient and don’t hoard?
Finally, in the wide world, war continues into it’s second month as the people of Ukraine
fight bravely to save their country from an insane and isolated despot. As before, we can
only hope and pray that sanity is restored soon, but the toll in human suffering has
already exceeded any conceivable level.
Pray for Peace.
Peter Camilleri, President DPCUC.
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By Alex Morrison

As a Linux user [or Windows or Mac] it is sometimes a good idea to relax. If you want to relax while still using your
PC then the easiest way is to play a few of the simple games available to your system.
Below I will offer images of a few of the games I enjoy that are installable from the local package manager on most
Linux systems.
These images are in no particular order.
Palapeli is a jigsaw puzzle game. You are able to use any of the preinstalled images or select any picture on your PC
and a puzzle is created [classic jigsaw and a few other options are available]. I activated the preview to show the
picture chosen.

DreamChess is a my favorite chess game on Linux. When you start a game you can choose level, difficulty, resolution
and style of game board pieces.
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Mahjong is available on Linux and there are several different versions. The game in the image below is called
Shinsen-Sho and installs with the name kshinsen. When you select a pair of tiles that match [connectable] the tiles
disappear and the remaing tiles drop to fill the empty space. Selecting the gravity option allows tiles to disappear and
remaining tiles stay suspended.

Last game I show is kpatience whitch is installable as kpat. There are 12 game versions included. Under Settings and
Appearance you are able to change appearance of the card decks. My favourite card deck is called Standard.

I think as I finish assembling this newsletter I will play kpatience. Enjoy your leisure time!
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by Alex Morrison

Installation and Review of Bodhi Linux [Lightweight Distro]
Bodhi Linux is a new Linux distribution, based on Ubuntu Linux – which in turn is based on Debian –
that aims to be lightweight and free. As an Ubuntu-based system, we have the advantage of apt,
synaptic, and Bodhi’s designated AppCenter as options for the plethora of applications.. .

Create and Manage Disk Partitions with Fdisk in Linux
This tutorial explains what Fdisk is, and how to create and manage disk partitions with the Fdisk
utility in Linux operating systems.

Deepin 20.5 Released with Face Recognition
Beauty is a tradition to Deepin. It's a Chinese-made Linux distribution aimed at the average desktop
computer user. Deepin 20.5 has tons of new improvements and features like an updated kernel and
new app features. Here's what's new!

Nitrux 2.1 Released with Support for Linux Kernel 5.17, Latest KDE Plasma Goodies
0 Comments
Debian-based Nitrux 2.1 distribution is now available for download. This release ships with Linux
kernel 5.16 and support for Linux kernel 5.17, as well as all the latest KDE Plasma updates.

LibreOffice 7.3.2 Office Suite Is Now Available for Download with 74 Bug Fixes
0 Comments
LibreOffice 7.3.2 is now available for download as the second maintenance update to the LibreOffice
7.3 office suite series. A total of 74 issues were addressed in this point release that’s recommended
to all users.

The April 2022 Issue of the PCLinuxOS Magazine
 The PCLinuxOS Magazine (Posted by meemaw on Apr 2, 2022 1:22 PM EST)
 Story Type: News Story; Groups: Community, Linux
The PCLinuxOS Magazine staff is pleased to announce the release of the April 2022 issue.
 Full story
 Read more
 0 threads and 0 posts
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by Alex Morrison

EASY

Sudoku
The game boards on this page were produced using
Sudokuki on PCLinux 64 Bit running KDE 5 Plasma.
The objective is to fill in the missing numbers ensuring
that every 3 X 3 grid has the numbers 1 through 9 with no
repeats and every full column or row has the numbers 1
through 9 again with no repeats.
If you have troubles solving the puzzles send an email to
me and I will send you the solution.
Have fun! Alex

MED

IF you don’t Like Sudoku puzzles – try these pages
https://www.boatloadpuzzles.com/playcrossword
http://www.freegames.net/puzzle-games.html
https://www.cryptograms.org/play.php

HARD
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS SIG’s

Special Interest Groups

Special Interest Groups are
for members only.
SIG’s are really free
monthly
seminars with question and
answer sessions following
the presentation(s)

Details
BEGINNER

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 3rd Thursday of month 7:00 PM

LINUX

Members of SIG’s enjoy a
feeling of community and
share common goals and
interests.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge

Durham Linux User Group Location: OSCC 43 John St W

Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 1st Thursday of month 7:00 PM

Digital Camera Group

Most SIG’s are informal
and
members who attend them
set the agenda for the
meeting based on their own
needs.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 4th Thursday of each month at 7:00PM

New ideas for SIG groups
are welcome.

DPCUC
EXECUTIVE
2021-2022

President
Peter Camilleri
Vice-President
Anne Delong
Secretary
Mark Hunter
Treasurer
Allan Francis
Membership
David Odynski
Librarian
Dan Delong
Program Director
TBA
Advertising Director
TBA
Newsletter Editor
Alex Morrison
Director at Large
David Swain
Director at Large
Bob Bell
Director at Large
Ed Goudge
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PC Monitor is the official publication of the
Durham
Personal Computer Users’ Club and is published
monthly at Oshawa, Ontario. The DPCUC mailing
address is
PMB # 110, 27-1300 King St East,
Oshawa, ON L1H8J4.
The PC Monitor cannot be responsible for errors or
inaccuracies in the content, although efforts will be

The deadline for articles and information is 10 days
following the monthly meeting. Late submissions may
not be published due to tight schedules. Submit
articles by email to the editor at
alexmor@teksavvy.com
Articles should be submitted in Word Format using
Times New Roman as the preferred Font.

